
Flexible, Efficient and 
Safe Connectivity 
Harmony® CONNECTPOINT™ Video Connectivity 

Today’s operating rooms handle a wide variety of open and minimally invasive procedures. Mobile 
equipment such as endoscopic carts and C-arms offer flexibility, but they can pose positioning 
challenges in the clinical environment. Power and video cables can clutter the floor, present trip 
hazards, and require more cleaning time between cases. Positioning mobile equipment is also a 
challenge, particularly when the video equipment connections are limited to fixed wall locations that 
confine mobile equipment to one particular spot in the room. If that location isn’t in the ideal clinical 
position for a surgeon, the clinical staff will be forced to make compromises.

There’s a versatile and safe solution! 
The Harmony CONNECTPOINT Video Connectivity System offers 
versatile connectivity, optimizes equipment position and flexibility 
around the sterile field, reduces clutter, and improves safety and 
efficiency for your staff and patients.

Harmony CONNECTPOINT systems provide power and video signal 
connections from a flexible arm attached to any STERIS surgical 
lighting system. With factory tested pre-wired arms, the Harmony 
CONNECTPOINT system is designed for durability and reliability. The 
Harmony CONNECTPOINT solution can be added at any time, now or  
in the future, as your room needs evolve. This is the perfect solution to  
quickly integrate your room and increase surgeon visualization for  
a fraction of the cost of a complete room renovation.

Compact service head brings connectivity 
closer, providing many features of a boom 
at a lower price.

Flexible, efficient and reliable video connectivity, the 
innovative STERIS Harmony CONNECTPOINT solution 
solves your toughest positioning challenges.
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Simple, flexible positioning
The simple, ceiling-mounted arm allows the Harmony CONNECTPOINT 
solution to cover a wide 340 degree arc around the sterile field. 
By utilizing a ceiling-mounted system, the staff can connect mobile 
equipment and position the equipment where the surgeon really needs it.

Features and Benefits:

Greater safety and efficiency
The Harmony CONNECTPOINT system reduces total room turnover 
time since all mobile equipment floor cables are eliminated. With fewer 
obstacles to work around, the cleaning crew can safely increase their 
efficiency and move on to the next room more quickly.

Traditional Room Harmony CONNECTPOINT Room

Versatile connectivity
The Harmony CONNECTPOINT system works with any type of mobile 
equipment that requires video and data connectivity or power. It 
supports all standard video signals (DVI, HD-SDI, S-video and 
RGBHV), and the ceiling-mounted power receptacle eliminates the need 
for equipment to be positioned near the wall outlet. This flexibility allows 
signals to be seamlessly routed from the device to anywhere around the 
surgical field.

At a Glance 
Compatible with:
•	 C-arms

•	 Microscopes

•	 MIS	carts	

•	 Cameras

•	 Light	sources

•	 Video	processors

•	 Insufflators

•	 Gastroscopes

•	 Colonscopes

•	 Electrosurgical	

generators

•	 Monitors	

•	 Medical	grade	 

printers 

•	 …and	more!

Tripping hazards and awkward positioning in the room. Harmony CONNECTPOINT system eliminates trip hazards and allows for better 
ergonomic positioning for surgeons.

For more information, please call your STERIS 
account manager or visit www.steris.com.


